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Projects
Aushadhalay March 2021 - August 2021

● Developed a sophisticated mobile application capable of scanning medicines and furnishing users with comprehensive
information, encompassing price, symptoms, dosage, and facilitating seamless order placement.

● Engineered a RESTful API to facilitate efficient communication with a vast repository of over 200,000 items stored in
the database, ensuring swift and responsive data retrieval.

● Leveraged a robust technology stack comprising React Native, MongoDB, NodeJS, Cloudinary, and Firebase ML to
drive the successful execution and deployment of the project.

Work Experience
Washon | Software Engineer July 2023 - Present

● Crafted a revamped client application using Flutter/Dart, focusing on enhanced
organization, scalability, and code quality.

● Employed BLoC ( Business Logic Component ) pattern and Dio for efficient API call
management.

● Made sure crashes are minimal, and the errors are handled correctly in the production app,
leading to an intuitive User Experience.

● Utilized Flutter, Flutter Bloc, Firebase (Crashlytics, Messaging), Dio.

Washon | Software Engineer (Contract) September 2022 - June 2023

● Developed an administrative web platform facilitating seamless migration from a
subscription-based service.

● Implemented comprehensive features including order and driver metrics, robust search
functionality, and various enhancements.

● Ensured optimal user experience by crafting an intuitive interface.
● Utilized React, Redux Toolkit Query, TailwindCSS, and MUI within the technology stack.

Webtimate Solutions | Frontend Intern July 2022 - September 2022

● Implemented debouncing to resolve irregular behavior resulting from multiple button clicks.
● Created HTML emails using HTML tables with meticulous attention to detail.
● Contributed to improving the user interface across the entirety of a porter-like application

designed for US customers.
● Utilized React Native, GraphQL, and Tailwind CSS.

Skills
JavaScript | TypeScript | React | React Native | Dart | Flutter | Python | Git | Firebase

Education
Amity University Noida, India 2020 - 2023
● Branch | CGPA: 6.95
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